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Abstract. Given a Galois cover of curves over Fp, we relate the p-
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Introduction

Relating global invariants to invariants that are created from local data is a
fundamental and widely studied topic in number theory. In this paper, we
will study an equivariant version of this local-global principle in the context of
curves over finite fields. More precisely, our goal is to relate epsilon constants
appearing in functional equations of Artin L-functions to an equivariant Euler
characteristic of the underlying curve.
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2 Helena Fischbacher-Weitz and Bernhard Köck

The exact setup considered in this paper is as follows. Let X be an irreducible
smooth projective curve over Fp and let G be a finite subgroup of Aut(X/k)
where k denotes the algebraic closure of Fp in the function field of X.
We begin by defining the two invariants χ(G, X̄,OX̄) and E(G,X) that we are
going to put in relation with each other.
First, the equivariant Euler characteristic of X̄ := X ×Fp F̄p is the element

χ(G, X̄,OX̄) :=
[
H0(X̄,OX̄)

]
−
[
H1(X̄,OX̄)

]
considered as an element of the Grothendieck group K0(G, F̄p) of all finitely
generated modules over the group ring F̄p[G]. We recall that, if k = Fp, then
H0(X̄,OX̄) is the trivial representation F̄p and H1(X̄,OX̄) is isomorphic to the
dual H0(X̄,ΩX̄)∗ of the so-called canonical representation of G on the space
H0(X̄,ΩX̄) of global holomorphic differentials on X̄.
Second, for any finite-dimensional complex representation V of G, we consider
the epsilon constant ε(V ) that appears in the functional equation of the Artin
L-function associated with G, X and the dual representation V ∗ (see (5)). It is
known that ε(V ) ∈ Q̄. We denote the standard p-adic valuation on Q̄×p by vp,

we fix a field embedding jp : Q̄ ↪→ Q̄p, we identify the classical ring K0(C[G])
of virtual complex representations with K0(Q̄[G]) and we let jp also denote
the isomorphism K0(Q̄[G]) →̃ K0(Q̄p[G]) induced by jp. We then define the
natural element E(G,X) ∈ K0(Q̄p[G])Q := K0(Q̄p[G])⊗Q by the equations

〈E(G,X), jp(V )〉 = −vp(jp(ε(V ))), for V as above,

where 〈 , 〉 denotes the classical perfect (character) pairing on K0(Q̄p[G]).
We call E(G,X) the (virtual) epsilon representation associated with the action
of G on X. We point out (see Section 5) that the definition of E(G,X) does
not depend on jp and that it is compatible with restriction to subgroups of G.
In Section 5 (which from the logical point of view does not depend on the
earlier sections), we will prove the following general relation between the
global invariant χ(G, X̄,OX̄) and the invariant E(G,X) which is determined
by local data via the Euler product definition of the Artin L-function. Let
d : K0(Q̄p[G]) → K0(G, F̄p) denote the (surjective) decomposition map from
classical modular representation theory.

Theorem (‘Weak’ Formula). We have

d(E(G,X)) = χ(G, X̄,OX̄) in K0(G, F̄p)Q.

While we do not assume any condition on the type of ramification of the cor-
responding projection

π : X → X/G =: Y

for this formula, it is only a ‘weak’ formula in the sense that it does not describe
E(G,X) itself, but only its image in K0(G, F̄p), which for instance, if the order
of G is a power of p, captures only the rank of E(G,X). The weakness of
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this formula may also be explained by recalling that two F̄p[G]-modules whose
classes are equal in K0(G, F̄p) are not necessarily isomorphic but only have the
same composition factors.
The main object of this paper is to establish a ‘strong’ formula. For this, we
assume that π is weakly ramified, i.e. that the second ramification group Gp,2

vanishes for all p ∈ X. We recall (see Theorem 1.2 on p. 4 in [Pi]) that, by the
Deuring-Shafarevic formula, this condition is always satisfied if X is ordinary,
i. e. that this condition holds in a sense generically. In order to be able to
precisely formulate our strong formula, we introduce the following notations.
Let X̄w denote the set of all points P in X̄ such that π̄ is wildly ramified at P .
We furthermore define the subset Ȳ w := π̄(X̄w) of Ȳ := Y ×Fp F̄p and the
divisor D̄w := −

∑
P∈X̄w [P ] on X̄. By [Kö], the equivariant Euler characteristic

χ(G, X̄,OX̄(D̄w)) of X̄ with values in the invertible G-sheaf OX̄(D̄w) is then
equal to the image c(ψ(G, X̄)) of a unique element ψ(G, X̄) in the Grothendieck
group K0(F̄p[G]) of all finitely generated projective F̄p[G]-modules under the
Cartan homomorphism c : K0(F̄p[G]) → K0(G, F̄p). Furthermore, for every

Q ∈ Ȳ , we fix a point Q̃ in the fibre π̄−1(Q), we denote the decomposition
group of π̄ at Q̃ by GQ̃ and we denote the trivial representation of rank one

by 1. Finally, let e : K0(F̄p[G])→ K0(Q̄p[G]) denote the third homomorphism
from the classical cde-triangle.
The following relation between ψ(G, X̄) and E(G,X) is the main result of
Section 4 and of this paper.

Theorem (‘Strong’ formula). If π is weakly ramified, we have

E(G,X) = e(ψ(G, X̄)) +
∑
Q∈Ȳ w

[
IndGGQ̃(1)

]
in K0(Q̄p[G])Q. (1)

In particular, E(G,X) belongs to the integral part K0(Q̄p[G]) of K0(Q̄p[G])Q.

While the ‘strong’ formula is a generalisation of the (first) main theorem in
Chinburg’s seminal paper [Ch] (applied to curves), the ‘weak’ formula is ba-
sically a corollary of it. More precisely, using Artin’s induction theorem for
modular representation theory, one quickly sees (see Section 5) that it suffices
to prove the ‘weak’ formula only in the case when G is cyclic and p does not di-
vide the order of G. That case is even more restrictive than the tamely ramified
case considered in [Ch].
In order to prove the ‘strong’ formula, we follow an approach different to that
used in [Ch]. The idea and some of the steps of this alternative approach for
tamely ramified covers of curves have been sketched in Erez’s beautiful survey
article [Er], but the preprint [CEPT5] cited there and authored by Chinburg,
Erez, Pappas and Taylor seems to have not been published.
We now give an overview of our proof of the ‘strong’ formula (1). We therefore,
for almost the entire rest of this introduction, assume that π is at most weakly
ramified. As already explained earlier, the left-hand side of (1) is compatible
with restriction to any subgroup of G. Using Mackey’s double coset formula, we
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4 Helena Fischbacher-Weitz and Bernhard Köck

will see that the added induced representations on the right-hand side ensure
that also the right-hand side is compatible with restriction, in the obvious
sense. We need to show that both sides of (1) are equal after pairing them
with jp(V ) as above. As usual, the classical Artin induction theorem implies
that it suffices to assume that G is cyclic and V corresponds to a multiplicative
character χ. In that case (and in fact also in the slightly more general case
when G is abelian), both sides can be explicitly computed as follows.
Let r denote the degree of k over Fp and let gYk denote the genus of the
geometrically irreducible curve Y/k. Furthermore, let Y t (respectively Y w)
denote the set of all points q ∈ Y such that π is tamely ramified (respectively
wildly ramified) at one (and then all) point(s) p ∈ X above q. For q ∈ Y t,
we restrict the character χ to the inertia subgroup Iq̃ for some q̃ ∈ π−1(q) and
compose it with the norm residue homomorphism from local class field theory
to obtain a multiplicative character χk(q) on the residue field k(q) and to obtain
the Gauss sum τ(χk(q)) ∈ Q̄. In Section 3, we will prove the following explicit
formula which essentially computes the right-hand side of (1).

Theorem (Equivariant Euler characteristic formula). If π is at most weakly
ramified, we have

〈e(ψ(G, X̄)), jp(χ)〉 = r(1− gYk)−
∑
q∈Y t

vp(jp(τ(χk(q))))−
∑
q∈Y w

deg(q). (2)

The main ingredient in the proof of this theorem is the explicit description of
ψ(G, X̄) given in [Kö]. After plugging that explicit description into the left-
hand side of (2), it then takes somewhat lengthy calculations to arrive at the
right-hand side of (2). At the end of these calculations we use a variant of
Stickelberger’s formula for the valuation of Gauss sums that will be developed
in Section 1 using local class field theory, particularly the explicit description
of the Hilbert symbol.
On the other hand, in Section 2, we will derive the following formula for the ep-
silon constant ε(χ) from the Deligne-Langlands description of ε(χ) as a product
of local epsilon constants, see [De].

Theorem (Epsilon constant formula). Let π be at most weakly ramified. Then,
up to a multiplicative root of unity, we have

ε(χ−1) = |k|gYk−1 ·
∏

τ(χk(q)) ·
∏
|k(q)| (3)

where the first product runs over all q ∈ Y such that χ is tamely ramified (but
not unramified) at q and the second product runs over all q ∈ Y such that χ is
not tamely ramified at q.

To be able to apply the Deligne-Langlands formula we will first recall some pre-
liminaries about the Tamagawa measure on the ring AK(Y ) of adeles of the func-
tion field K(Y ) and about parameterising additive characters on AK(Y )/K(Y )
using differentials. The epsilon constant formula above then follows from the
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Deligne-Langlands formula after identifying the local epsilon constants in the
unramified, tamely and weakly ramified case, respectively.
The Euler characteristic formula (2) and the epsilon constant formula (3) finally
imply the ‘strong’ formula (1) after observing that the difference between the
set Y w and the set of all points q ∈ Y such that χ is wildly ramified at q is

accounted for by the sum
∑
Q∈Ȳ w

[
IndGGQ̃(1)

]
.

Given our strong and weak formulae, it may be tempting to conjecture that
E(G,X) is integral, i.e., belongs to the lattice K0(Q̄p[G]) in K0(Q̄p[G])Q, even
if π is not weakly ramified. The following theorem (see Theorem A.2 in the
Appendix) indeed provides bounds on the denominators occurring in E(G,X),
however we also construct examples in the Appendix showing that these bounds
are the best possible in general.

Theorem. The epsilon representation E(G,X) belongs to 1
2K0(Q̄p[G]) if

p = 2 and to 1
p−1K0(Q̄p[G]) if p ≥ 3.

The proof of this theorem relies on the Deligne-Langlands product formula
again and on a lemma which computes the p-adic valuation of local epsilon
constants in the arbitrarily wildly ramified case (see Lemma A.1).
We finish this introduction by pointing the reader to current related work. For
instance, the bibliography of the paper [KT] contains a number of recent papers
dealing with the problem of determining the canonical representation of G on
H0(X,ΩX) in the wildly ramified case. Current research about Galois module
theory for weakly ramified extensions of local or number fields can be found
in [BC], [CV], [Gr] and [Jo]. Finally, vast generalisations of Deligne’s product
formula and of some of the material in Section 2 to epsilon constants in `-adic
and p-adic cohomology can be found in [Lau] and [Ma], [AM], respectively.

Acknowledgements. The second author thanks Adriano Marmora for his
profound interest in the subject of this paper, for explaining `- and p-adic
generalisations of the material in Section 2 and for pointing out a mistake in
an earlier generalised version of Lemma 2.6.

Notations. Let p be a prime and let Qp denote the p-adic completion of
the field Q of rational numbers. We fix an algebraic closure Q̄p of Qp and
denote the residue field of Q̄p by F̄p, an algebraic closure of the field Fp with
p elements. In particular, we have a well-defined reduction map from the ring
of integers of Q̄p to F̄p which we denote by ηp. If q is a power of p, the unique
subfield of F̄p with q elements is denoted by Fq. Furthermore, let Q̄ denote
the algebraic closure of Q inside the field C of complex numbers. Throughout
this paper, we fix a field embedding jp : Q̄→ Q̄p. The unique extension of the
standard p-adic valuation on Q to Q̄p will be denoted by vp and takes values
in Q.
For any finite group G and field F , the Grothendieck group of all finitely
generated projective modules over the group ring F [G] will be denoted by
K0(F [G]) and the Grothendieck group of all finitely generated F [G]-modules
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6 Helena Fischbacher-Weitz and Bernhard Köck

by K0(G,F ). The isomorphism K0(G, Q̄) → K0(G, Q̄p) induced by the em-
bedding jp (and other homomorphisms induced by jp) will be denoted by jp as
well. We have a canonical isomorphism between K0(G, Q̄) and K0(G,C) and
identify these two groups with the classical ring of virtual characters of G. The
group of nth roots of unity in F will be denoted by µn(F ). If furthermore H/F
is a Galois extension, the corresponding trace map is denoted by TrH/F or just
by Tr.
For any r ∈ R, the integral part brc and fractional part {r} are related by
brc = r − {r}.
A point in a scheme will always mean a closed point.

1 A Variant of Stickelberger’s Formula

Let L/K be a finite abelian Galois extension of local fields with Galois group G.
The multiplicative group k× of the residue field of K and the ‘tame subquotient’
G0/G1 of G are related in two natural ways: on the one hand, the norm residue
homomorphism from class field theory induces a natural epimorphism γL/K
from k× to G0/G1; on the other hand, the natural representation of the inertia
subgroup G0 of G on the ‘cotangent space of L’ induces a monomorphism χL/K
from G0/G1 to k×. In Proposition 1.1 below we compute the endomorphism
χL/K ◦ γL/K of the cyclic group k×. We use this later in Theorem 1.3 to refor-
mulate Stickelberger’s formula for the p-adic valuation of the Gauss sum τ(χ)
associated with a multiplicative character χ of G0/G1.
We denote the valuation rings of L and K by OL and OK , the maximal ideals
by mL and mK and the residue fields by l and k, respectively. The characteristic
of k and l is denoted by p > 0 and the cardinality of k is denoted by q = pr.
We write Gi = Gi(L/K) and Gi = Gi(L/K) for the ith higher ramification
group of L/K in lower and upper numbering, respectively. Furthermore, let
et = et

L/K = ord(G0)/ord(G1) be the tame part of the ramification index e =

eL/K = ord(G0) of L/K, and let ew = ew
L/K = ord(G1) denote the wild part of

e. In other words, ew is the p-part of e and et is the non-p-part of e.
We re-normalise the norm residue homomorphism ( , L/K) : K× → G defined
in Chapters IV and V of [Ne] by composing it with the homomorphism that
takes every element to its inverse and denote the resulting composition by

γL/K : K× → G.

By definition, the map γL/K is surjective and its composition with the canon-
ical epimorphism G → G/G0

∼= Gal(l/k) maps every prime element of OK to
the inverse of the Frobenius automorphism x 7→ xq. Furthermore, by Theo-
rem V(6.2) in [Ne], it maps the group O×K of units of OK onto the subgroup G0

of G and the subgroup 1 + mK of O×K onto the subgroup G1 of G1. Thus, the
norm residue homomorphism γL/K induces the epimorphism

γL/K : k× = O×K/(1 + mK) // // G0/G
1
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(denoted γL/K again). HenceG1 = G1, the tame part et of e divides |k×| = q−1

and the cyclic group k× contains all (et)th roots of unity.
The one-dimensional l-representation mL/m

2
L of G0 defines a multiplicative

character from G0 to l× which we may view as a homomorphism

χL/K : G0/G1 → k×

because G1 is a p-group and because k× contains all (et)th roots of unity; in
fact χL/K is injective by Proposition IV.2.7 in [Se1].

Proposition 1.1. The composition χL/K ◦ γL/K raises every element of k×

to the power q−1
et ·

1
ew .

Here, exponentiating with 1
ew just means the inverse map of exponentiating

with ew, as usual. This is the identity map if ew is a power of q which in turn
holds true for instance if q = p or if ew = 1.

Proof. We first reduce Proposition 1.1 to the case when L/K is tamely ramified.
To this end, we consider the diagram

k×
γL/K // G0(L/K)/G1(L/K)

χL/K //

����

k×

e
L/LG1

=ew

��
k×

γ
LG1/K // G0(LG1/K)

χ
LG1/K // k×.

The left-hand square commutes by functoriality of the norm residue homomor-
phism (see Satz IV(5.8) in [Ne]). From the definition of χL/K and χLG1/K

we easily derive that the right-hand square commutes as well. Now, assuming
that the lower horizontal composition is the q−1

et th power map implies that the

upper horizontal composition is the
(
q−1
et ·

1
ew

)
th power map, as desired.

Next we claim that we may moreover assume that L/K is totally ramified.
Similarly to above, this follows from the commutativity of the diagram

l×
γ
L/LG0 //

N

��

G0(L/LG0)
χ
L/LG0 // l×

k×
γL/K // G0(L/K)

χL/K // k×
?�

OO

and from the fact that norm map N : l× → k× is the q[l:k]−1
q−1 th power map and

is in particular surjective.
Thus, we may assume that L/K is totally and tamely ramified. In this case,
L/K is a cyclic extension and in fact a Kummer extension of the form L =
K(πL) where πL is the eth root of suitably chosen prime element of K. Now,
let a ∈ k×. Then, by definition of the Hilbert symbol (see Satz V(3.1) in [Ne]),
the element χL/K(γL/K(a)) is equal to the Hilbert symbol associated with the
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pair (a, π−1
L ) (the inverse is due to the re-normalisation of the norm residue

homomorphism, see above). By the explicit description of the Hilbert symbol

given in Satz V(3.4) of [Ne] this is equal to a
q−1
e , as was to be shown.

To explain (the proof of) our variant of Stickelberger’s formula it is convenient
to introduce the following notation. For any d ∈ Z we define

SL/K(d) :=

{{
dpi

et

}
: i = 0, . . . , r − 1

}
,

where {x} = x − bxc denotes the fractional part of any x ∈ R. Although we
have used set brackets in the definition of SL/K(d), we rather consider SL/K(d)
as an unordered tuple, i.e., multiple entries of the same rational number are
allowed. As et divides q − 1 = pr − 1, we have

SL/K(dpN ) = SL/K(d) for any N ∈ N.

Let now χ̄ : G0/G1 → F̄×p be a multiplicative character. (We will later define

the character χ : G0/G1 → Q̄× corresponding to χ̄.) Furthermore we fix a field
embedding β : k ↪→ F̄p of k into the algebraic closure F̄p of Fp. As χL/K is
injective, there exists a unique integer d(χ̄) ∈ {0, . . . , et− 1} such that χ̄ is the
d(χ̄)th power of the composition

G0/G1
� � χL/K // k× �

� β // F̄×p .

While d(χ̄) depends on the embedding β, the unordered tuple SL/K(d(χ̄)) does

not. Indeed, any other such embedding is equal to β ◦ FN = β(pN ) for some
N ∈ N, where F : k → k, x 7→ xp, denotes the Frobenius homomorphisms.
Thus, choosing a different embedding amounts to multiplying d(χ̄) with a power
of p and therefore does not change SL/K(d(χ̄)).
Furthermore, there exists a unique integer c(χ̄) ∈ {0, . . . , q − 2} such that the
composition

k×
γL/K // // G0/G1

χ̄ // F̄×p

is the c(χ̄)th power of β.

Corollary 1.2. We have the following equality of unordered tuples:

SL/K(d(χ̄)) =

{{
c(χ̄)pi

q − 1

}
: i = 0, . . . , r − 1

}
.

Proof. By definition of c(χ̄) and of d(χ̄) and by Proposition 1.1 we have

βc(χ̄) = χ̄ ◦ γL/K = (β ◦ χL/K)d(χ̄) ◦ γL/K = βd(χ̄)· q−1

et
· 1
ew .

Hence

c(χ̄) ≡ d(χ̄)(q − 1)

et
· q

N

ew
mod q − 1
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with N chosen big enough so ew divides qN . This implies{
c(χ̄)

q − 1

}
=

{
d(χ̄)

et
· q

N

ew

}
and finally

SL/K(d(χ̄)) = SL/K

(
d(χ̄)

qN

ew

)
=

{{
c(χ̄)pi

q − 1

}
: i = 0, . . . , r − 1

}
,

as was to be shown.

We recall that ηp : µet(Q̄p)
∼−→ µet(F̄×p ) denotes the reduction map modulo p

and that we have fixed an emebedding jp : Q̄ ↪→ Q̄p. There obviously exists a
unique character χ : G0/G1 → Q̄× such that ηpjpχ = χ̄. Composing with the
norm residue homomorphism defines the multiplicative character

χk := χ ◦ γL/K : k× → Q̄×.

Let ζp := e
2πi
p ∈ Q̄ ⊂ C. We define the additive character

ψk : k → Q̄×, x 7→ ζTr(x)
p = exp

(
2πi

p
Trk/Fp(x)

)
,

where Tr : k → Fp denotes the trace map. Furthermore we define the Gauss
sum

τ(χ) :=
∑
x∈k×

χk(x)−1 · ψk(x) ∈ Q̄.

Stickelberger’s formula computes the p-adic valuation of τ(χ). It is usually
given in terms of fractions involving the denominator q − 1, see the proof of
Theorem 1.3 below. By definition, our χk factorises through G0/G1; this allows
us to give the following variant, using fractions involving the denominator et.

Theorem 1.3. We have:

vp (jp (τ(χ))) =

r−1∑
i=0

{
d(χ̄)pi

et

}
. (4)

Proof. By Corollary 1.2, the right-hand side of (4) is equal to

r−1∑
i=0

{
c(χ̄)pi

q − 1

}
.

Let s(c(χ̄)) denote the sum of digits of the p-adic expansion of c(χ̄). Then the
previous term is equal to

s(c(χ̄))

p− 1
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10 Helena Fischbacher-Weitz and Bernhard Köck

by the first two lines of the proof of the Lemma on page 96 in [La, IV, §3]. This
in turn is equal to the left-hand side of (4) by Theorem 9 in [La, IV, §3] or by
Theorem 27 in [Fr]. (Note that our τ(χ) is equal to τ(χ−1) in [La], that the
distinguished character χϕ in [La] corresponds to our β−1 via composing with
ηpjp and that the p-adic valuation of the number ω − 1 in [La] is (p − 1)−1.
Similar remarks apply when Theorem 27 in [Fr] is applied.)

2 Computing Epsilon Constants

Let X be a smooth projective curve over some finite field k of characteristic p.
We assume that X is geometrically irreducible over k, i.e. that k is algebraically
closed in the function field K(X) of X. Furthermore, let G be a finite subgroup
of Aut(X/k) of order n. The goal of this section is to explicitly describe the
epsilon constant ε(V ) up to a multiplicative root of unity when G is abelian and
the representation V of G is given by a multiplicative character χ : G→ Q̄×, see
Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.7. The main ingredient here is Deligne’s product
formula for epsilon constants as developed in [De].
We first recall the notion of epsilon constants. Let

π : X → X/G =: Y

denote the canonical projection. The Grothendieck L-function associated with
X, G and a finite-dimensional Q̄-representation V of G is

L(V, t) :=
∏
q∈Y

det
(

1− Frob(q̃) tdeg(q)|V Iq̃
)−1

;

here, deg(q) := [k(q) : k] denotes the degree of q, q̃ ∈ X is a (fixed) pre-image
of q ∈ Y , Iq̃ denotes the inertia subgroup of G at q̃ and Frob(q̃) ∈ G denotes
a geometric Frobenius automorphism at q̃, i.e. Frob(q̃) induces the inverse of
the usual Frobenius automorphism of the field extension k(q̃)/k(q). We recall
that replacing the geometric with the arithmetic Frobenius automorphism in
this definition amounts to defining the Artin L-function which in turn is equal
to the Grothendieck L-function L(V ∗, t) corresponding to the contragredient
representation V ∗ of V , see [Mi, Exercise V.2.21(h)]. The Grothendieck L-
function satisfies the functional equation

L(V, t) = ε(V ) ta L(V ∗,
1

|k|t
) (5)

with some a ∈ N and with some ε(V ) ∈ Q̄ by [Mi, Theorem VI.13.3]. The
number ε(V ) is called the epsilon constant associated with V (and X, G).
Let K := K(Y ) denote the function field of Y and let AK denote the ring of
adeles of K. We start by explicitly describing additive characters ψ : AK → Q̄×
and by giving the Tamagawa measure on AK .
For any q ∈ Y let ÔY,q denote the completion of the local ring OY,q at q, let

k(q) denote its residue field and let Kq denote the field of fractions of ÔY,q, i.e.
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Kq is the completion of the function field K := K(Y ) of Y at q. The ring AK
of adeles of K is then the restricted product, over all q ∈ Y , of the fields Kq

relative to the subrings ÔY,q. We embed K into AK diagonally and endow AK
with its usual topology.
In the next few paragraphs we construct a non-trivial continuous additive char-
acter ψ : AK → Q̄× that is trivial on K. By Proposition 7-15 on p. 270 in
[RV], any other such character ψ̃ is then given by ψ̃(x) = ψ(ax) for some unique
a ∈ K. While there is a so-called standard character if K is a number field,
see Exercise 4 on p. 299 in [RV], it seems not to be possible to single out a
standard character if K is a function field; in particular, the construction out-
lined in Exercises 5 and 6 on pp. 299-300 in [RV] seems to be flawed. There is
however a natural and standard way to parameterize all characters ψ as above
with meromorphic differentials.
Let ΩK denote the module of differentials of K over k, a vector space of di-
mension 1 over K. For each q ∈ Y let ΩKq

denote Kq ⊗K ΩK , a vector space
over Kq of dimension 1. For each q ∈ Y let

resq : ΩKq
→ k

denote the residue map at q defined e.g. in [Ta], see also Theorem 7.14.1 on
p. 247 in [Ha]. It can be computed as follows. Let πq ∈ OY,q be a local
parameter and let x dπq ∈ ΩKq

. We write x =
∑∞
k=−∞ ãkπ

k
q with ‘digits’

ãk ∈ OY,q representing ak ∈ k(q). Then we have

resq(x dπq) = Trk(q)/k(a−1) in k.

For each meromorphic differential ω ∈ ΩK we now define the additive character

ψω : AK → Q̄×, (xq)q∈Y 7→ exp

2πi

p
Trk/Fp

∑
q∈Y

resq(xqω)

 .

Note that the sum on the right-hand side is finite because xq ∈ ÔY,q for almost
all q and because ω has at most finitely many poles.

Proposition 2.1. For each ω ∈ ΩK the additive character ψω is trivial on K.

Proof. This follows from the residue theorem, see Corollary on p. 155 in [Ta]
or Theorem 7.14.2 on p. 248 in [Ha].

The quotient AK/K is compact by Theorem 5-11 on p. 192 in [RV]. The
following proposition computes its volume. Let gY denote the genus of Y .

Proposition 2.2. For each q ∈ Y let dxq be that Haar measure on the additive

group Kq for which the volume of ÔY,q is equal to 1. Then the volume of AK/K
with respect to the measure

∏
q∈Y dxq on AK is equal to |k|gY −1.
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12 Helena Fischbacher-Weitz and Bernhard Köck

Proof. This is Corollary 1 in Chapter VI on p. 100 in Weil’s book [We]. The
first arXiv version of this article contains a modern proof using cohomological
methods.

Recall that π : X → Y is a non-constant finite morphism between geometri-
cally irreducible smooth projective curves over k such that the corresponding
extension K(X)/K of function fields is a Galois extension with Galois group G
of order n. Henceforth, we assume that G is abelian, we fix a multiplicative
character

χ : G→ Q̄×

and we denote the corresponding epsilon constant by ε(χ).
As above, for each q ∈ Y , let dxq be that Haar measure on the additive

group Kq for which the volume of ÔY,q is equal to 1. Furthermore we define

an additive character ψq on Kq that is trivial on ÔY,q but not anymore on m−1
q

where mq denotes the maximal ideal of ÔY,q. To this end we fix a generator
πq ∈ OY,q of the ideal mq and, given any x ∈ Kq, we write x =

∑∞
k=−∞ ãkπ

k
q

with ‘digits’ ãk ∈ ÔY,q representing ak ∈ k(q); we then define

ψq : Kq → Q̄×, x 7→ ψq(x) := exp

(
2πi

p
Trk(q)/Fp(a−1)

)
.

The restriction of the character χ to the decomposition group Gq̃ of some
q̃ ∈ X lying above q is denoted by χq̃. Let ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq) denote the local
epsilon constant associated with χq̃, ψq and dxq, as defined in §4 of [De].
For any two complex numbers w, z we write w ∼ z if there exists a root of unity
ζ (i.e. ζ ∈ exp(2πiQ)) such that w = ζz. Note that this equivalence relation is
finer than the equivalence relation ∼ defined in the Appendix of [De].

Theorem 2.3. We have

ε(χ) ∼ |k|gY −1
∏
q∈Y

ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq).

Proof (see also Remarque (3.1.3.6) in [Lau] for parts of this proof). We fix a
non-zero meromorphic differential ω ∈ ΩK . By Proposition 2.1, the differential
ω determines a non-trivial continuous additive character

ψω : AK → Q̄×

that is trivial on K. By Proposition 2.2, the measure q1−gY ·
∏

q∈Y dxq is
then a Tamagawa measure on AK , i.e. the volume of AK/K is equal to 1. By
(5.11.2), (5.3) and Théorème 7.11(iii) in [De], the epsilon constant ε(χ) can be
decomposed as a product of local epsilon constants as follows:

ε(χ) = |k|1−gY
∏
q∈Y

ε(χq̃, ψω,q,dxq);
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here the local additive character ψω,q is given by

ψω,q : Kq → Q̄×, x 7→ exp

(
2πi

p
Trk/Fp(resq(xω))

)
.

We now write ω = yqdπq with some yq ∈ K× ⊂ K×q . Then we obviously have

ψq(x) = ψω,q(y−1
q x) for x ∈ Kq.

Recall that the surjective norm-residue homomorphism

γq̃ : K×q � Gq̃

(see Section 1) maps the group Ô×Y,q of units onto the inertia subgroup Iq̃ = Gq̃,0
of Gq̃. Let now

χ
q̃

: K×q
γq̃ // Gq̃

χq̃ // Q̄×

denote the composition of χq̃ with the norm-residue homomorphism and let nq
denote the valuation of yq at q. By Formula (5.4) in [De] we then have

ε(χq̃, ψω,q,dxq) = χ
q̃
(yq) |k(q)|nq ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq) ∼ |k(q)|nq ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq).

In fact we have equality here whenever π is unramified at q̃ and ω does not
have a pole or zero at q; in particular we have equality for almost all q ∈ Y .
Moreover we have ∑

q∈Y
deg(q)nq = deg(ω) = 2gY − 2

by Example 1.3.3 on p. 296 in [Ha]. Thus we obtain

ε(χ) ∼ |k|gY −1
∏
q∈Y

ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq),

as was to be shown.

The following lemmas compute ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq) in three different cases. Recall
that the character χ is said to be unramified, tamely ramified or weakly ramified
at q if χ is trivial on the inertia subgroup Iq̃ = Gq̃,0, the first ramification group
Gq̃,1 or the second ramification group Gq̃,2, respectively.
The first lemma concerns the unramified case and in particular tells us that
the product in Theorem 2.3 is indeed a finite product.

Lemma 2.4. If χ is unramified at q, then

ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq) = 1.

Proof. This is stated in Section 5.9 of [De].
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14 Helena Fischbacher-Weitz and Bernhard Köck

We now assume that χ is tamely ramified at q. Then the character χ
q̃

: K×q →
Q̄× (defined in the proof of Theorem 2.3) is trivial on 1+mq by Theorem V(6.2)
in [Ne] and hence induces a multiplicative character

χk(q) : k(q)× → Q̄×

on the finite field k(q). Furthermore, as in Section 1, we introduce the standard
additive character

ψk(q) : k(q)→ Q̄×, x 7→ exp

(
2πi

p
Trk(q)/Fp(x)

)
.

and the Gauss sum

τ(χk(q)) :=
∑

x∈k(q)×

χ−1
k(q)(x)ψk(q)(x)

associated with χk(q) and ψk(q).

Lemma 2.5. If χ is tamely ramified at q, then

ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq) ∼ τ(χk(q)).

Proof. By the previous proposition we may assume that χ is not unramified
at q. Let the character ψ′q be defined by

ψ′q(x) = ψq(π−1
q x) for x ∈ Kq.

Furthermore let dxq denote that Haar measure on Kq for which the volume
of mq is equal to 1, i.e. dxq = |k(q)| dxq. By Formulas (5.3) and (5.4) and
Section 5.10 in [De] we then have

ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq) = χ
q̃
(πq)ε(χq̃, ψ

′
q,dxq) ∼ ε(χq̃, ψ

′
q,dxq) = τ(χk(q))

because ψ′q obviously induces ψk(q) and the character χk(q) is non-trivial.

In the final lemma we treat the weakly ramified case.

Lemma 2.6. If χ is weakly but not tamely ramified at q, then

ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq) ∼ |k(q)|.

This is a special case of Lemma A.1 in the Appendix. Rather than studying
that much more general result the reader may prefer the following fairly quick
proof.

Proof. The isomorphisms

mq/m
2
q →̃ (1 + mq)/(1 + m2

q), a 7→ 1 + a,
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and

m−2
q /m−1

q →̃ Hom
(
mq/m

2
q, Q̄×

)
, γ 7→ (a 7→ ψq(γa)),

show that there exists a γ ∈ m−2
q \m−1

q , unique modulo m−1
q , such that

χq̃(1 + a) = ψq(γa) for all a ∈ mq.

By Formula (3.4.3.2) in [De] we have

ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq) =

∫
γÔ×Y,q

χ−1
q̃ (x)ψq(x)dxq =

∑
b∈k(q)×

∫
γb̃(1+mq)

χ−1
q̃ (x)ψq(x)dxq

where b̃ ∈ Ô×Y,q represents b ∈ k(q)×. For all b ∈ k(q)× and a ∈ mq we have

χ−1
q̃ (γb̃(1 + a))ψq(γb̃(1 + a))) = χ−1

q̃ (γb̃)ψq(γb̃)ψq(γ(b̃− 1)a).

If b̃ = 1, the function χ−1
q̃ (x)ψq(x) is therefore constant on γb̃(1 + mq) and we

hence obtain∫
γb̃(1+mq)

χ−1
q̃ (x)ψq(x)dxq = χ−1

q̃ (γ)ψq(γ)vol(γb̃+ γmq)

= χ−1
q̃ (γ)ψq(γ)|k(q)|.

If b 6= 1, the substitution x = γb̃(1 + a) gives dxq = |k(q)|2da and hence∫
γb̃(1+mq)

χ−1
q̃ (x)ψq(x)dxq = χ−1

q̃ (γb̃)ψq(γb̃)|k(q)|2
∫
mq

ψq(γ(b̃− 1)a)da = 0

because ψq is a non-trivial additive character on m−1
q /ÔY,q. Hence

ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq) = χ−1
q̃ (γ)ψq(γ)|k(q)| ∼ |k(q)|,

as was to be shown.

Corollary 2.7. If χ is weakly ramified at all q ∈ Y , we have

ε(χ) ∼ |k|gY −1 ·
∏

τ(χk(q)) ·
∏
|k(q)|

where the first product runs over all q ∈ Y such that χ is tamely ramified (but
not unramified) at q and the second product runs over all q ∈ Y such that χ is
not tamely ramified at q.

Proof. This immediately follows from Theorem 2.3 and Lemmas 2.4, 2.5
and 2.6.
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16 Helena Fischbacher-Weitz and Bernhard Köck

3 Computing Equivariant Euler Characteristics

Let k and π : X → X/G =: Y be as in the previous section; in particular, G is
assumed to be abelian. We moreover assume in this section that π is at most
weakly ramified and we fix q such that Fq ⊆ k. (In the next sections, q will
be equal to p, but almost all computations in this section can also be done for
Fq = k and may be of independent interest.)

From the Euler characteristic of a certain equivariant invertible module on
X̄ := X ×Fq F̄p we obtain a distinguished virtual representation in K0(G, Q̄p),
see below. The object of this section to find the multiplicity of each irreducible
character of G in this representation; see Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.4 for a
precise formulation of our results. To prove this we apply the main theorem
of [Kö] and repeatedly re-interpret the resulting terms in a lengthy ‘metamor-
phosis’.

For each p ∈ X let ew
p and et

p denote the wild part (i.e., p-part) and tame
part (i.e., non-p-part) of the ramification index ep of π at p, respectively. Fur-
thermore, let Gp := {σ ∈ G : σ(p) = p}, Ip := ker(Gp → Aut(k(p))) and Gp,1

denote the decomposition group, inertia group and first ramification group at p,
respectively. We recall that the exponent of Gp,1 is p and that ep = ord(Ip),
ew
p = ord(Gp,1) and et

p = ord(Ip/Gp,1). If ew
p = 1, the map π is said to be

tamely ramified at p, otherwise we say it is wildly ramified at p.

Our assumptions imply the following somewhat unexpected dichotomy.

Lemma 3.1. For each p ∈ X we have et
p = 1 or ew

p = 1.

Proof. As π is weakly ramified, the conjugation action of Ip/Gp,1 on Gp,1\{id}
is free by Proposition 9 in §2, Ch. IV of [Se1]. As G is abelian, this can only
happen if et

p = 1 or ew
p = 1.

Let

π̄ : X̄ := X ×Fq F̄p → Y ×Fq F̄p =: Ȳ

denote the morphism induced by π. Let X̄w denote the set of P ∈ X̄ such that
π̄ is wildly ramified at P , let Ȳ w := π(X̄w) and let the divisor D̄w on X̄ be
defined by

D̄w := −
∑
P∈X̄w

[P ].

For later use, we here also introduce the set Ȳ t of points Q ∈ Ȳ such that π̄
is tamely ramified but not unramified above Q. The subset Xw of X and the
subsets Y w and Y t of Y are similarly defined.

By Theorem 2.1(a) in [Kö], applied to each irreducible component of X̄, the
equivariant Euler characteristic

χ(G, X̄,OX̄(D̄w)) :=
[
H0(X̄,OX̄(D̄w))

]
−
[
H1(X̄,OX̄(D̄w))

]
∈ K0(G, F̄p)
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of X̄ with values in the G-equivariant invertible OX̄ -module OX̄(D̄w) lies in
the image of the (injective) Cartan homomorphism

c : K0(F̄p[G])→ K0(G, F̄p).

We define ψ(G, X̄) ∈ K0(F̄p[G]) by

c(ψ(G, X̄)) = χ(G, X̄,OX̄(D̄w)).

Let
K0(G, Q̄p)

d &&
K0(F̄p[G])

c //

e

88

K0(G, F̄p)

be the so-called cde-triangle and let

〈 , 〉 : K0(G, Q̄p)×K0(G, Q̄p)→ Z

denote the classical character pairing (given by

〈[M ], [N ]〉 = dimQ̄p HomQ̄p[G](M,N)

for any finitely generated Q̄p[G]-modules M , N).
Let χ : G→ Q̄× be a multiplicative character of G, which we also consider as
a map to the group µn(Q̄) of nth roots of unity in Q̄ and also as an element
of K0(G, Q̄). The main theorem of this section, see Theorem 3.2 below, will
give a formula for 〈e(ψ(G, X̄)), jpχ〉, i.e., the multiplicity of the character jpχ
in the virtual Q̄p-representation e(ψ(G, X̄)) of G. To state the theorem we
need to introduce further notations.
Let r denote the degree of k over Fq and let gYk denote the genus of the
geometrically irreducible curve Y/k. For each p ∈ X let

χp : Ip → k(p)×

denote the multiplicative character corresponding to the obvious representation
of Ip on the one-dimensional cotangent space of X at p. Note that, in contrast
to the previous section, the restriction of χ to the decomposition group Gp is
not denoted by χp but by ResGGp

(χ) in this and the next sections.
For each q ∈ Y , we let deg(q) := [k(q) : Fq] denote the degree of q, we fix a
point q̃ ∈ π−1(q) ⊂ X and a field embedding αq̃ : k(q̃) ↪→ F̄p (fixing Fq) and
we write eq := eq̃, e

t
q := et

q̃, etc. If π is tamely ramified at q̃, the character χq̃

is injective by Proposition IV.2.7 in [Se1] and we define dq(χ) to be the unique
integer d ∈ {0, . . . , eq − 1} such that the composition

ResGIq̃(ηpjpχ) : Iq̃
� � // G

χ // µn(Q̄)
jp // µn(Q̄p)

ηp // µn(F̄p)

is the dth power of the composition

Iq̃
χq̃ // k(q̃)×

αq̃ // F̄p.
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Theorem 3.2. We have

〈e(ψ(G, X̄)), jpχ〉 = r(1− gYk)−
∑
q∈Y t

deg(q)−1∑
i=0

{
dq(χ)qi

eq

}
−
∑
q∈Y w

deg(q). (6)

Proof. We have a well-defined pairing

〈 , 〉 : K0(F̄p[G])×K0(G, F̄p)→ Z

given by
〈[P ], [M ]〉 = dimF̄p HomF̄p[G](P,M)

for any finitely generated projective F̄p[G]-module P and any finitely generated
F̄p[G]-module M . By [Se2, 15.4b)] we have

〈e(x), y〉 = 〈x, d(y)〉

for all x ∈ K0(F̄p[G]) and y ∈ K0(G, Q̄p).
Hence the left-hand side of (6) is equal to

〈ψ(G, X̄), d(jpχ)〉. (7)

For any point P of X̄ let IP denote the inertia group of π̄ at P . Recall that
IP is equal to the decomposition group GP = {σ ∈ G : σ(P ) = P} and
that eP = ord(IP ) is the ramification index. The multiplicative character
χP : IP → F̄×P afforded by the representation of IP on the 1-dimensional
cotangent space at P is given by

χP (σ)tP ≡ σ(tP ) mod (t2P )

where σ ∈ IP and tP is a local parameter at P . For any d ∈ Z, the dth (tensor)
power of χP is denoted by χdP .
By Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 in [Kö], applied to each of the r irreducible compo-
nents of X̄, we have

ψ(G, X̄)

=− 1

n

∑
P∈X̄

etP−1∑
d=1

ew
P d
[
IndGIP

(
Cov(χdP )

)]
+
(
r(1− gYk)− |Ȳ w|

)
[F̄p[G]]

(8)

in K0(F̄p[G]); here, “Cov” means “projective cover of”. (Note that the integers
lP and mP occurring in Theorem 4.5 of [Kö] are as follows for the divisor D̄w:
lP = 0 for all P ∈ X̄, mP = −1 for all P ∈ X̄w and mP = 0 else. Also note
that, despite the fraction 1

n , the first of the two summands above is an element
of K0(F̄p[G]), see Theorem 4.3 in [Kö].)
By definition of the decomposition map d, the element d(jpχ) is equal to the
class of the 1-dimensional F̄p-representation of G given by the composition

G
χ // µn(Q̄)

jp // µn(Q̄p)
ηp // µn(F̄p).
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Hence (7) is equal to

− 1

n

∑
P∈X̄

etP−1∑
d=1

ew
P d
〈

IndGIP
(
Cov(χdP )

)
, ηpjpχ

〉
+
(
r(1− gYk)− |Ȳ w|

) 〈
F̄p[G], ηpjpχ

〉
.

(9)

If H is a subgroup of G, P a finitely generated projective F̄p[H]-module and
M a finitely generated F̄p[G]-module, then we have

〈IndGH(P ),M〉 = dimF̄p HomF̄p[G]

(
F̄p[G]⊗F̄p[H] P,M

)
= dimF̄p HomF̄p[H]

(
P,ResGH(M)

)
= 〈P,ResGH(M)〉.

Hence (9) is equal to

− 1

n

∑
P∈X̄

etP−1∑
d=1

ew
P d
〈
Cov(χdP ),ResGIP (ηpjpχ)

〉
+ r(1− gYk)− |Ȳ w|. (10)

It is well-known that, if R is the group ring of a finite group over a field and if J
denotes the Jacobson radical of R, then JM = 0 and Cov(M)/JCov(M) ∼= M
for any simpleR-moduleM . As the characters ResGIP (ηpjpχ) and χdP are simple,
we hence obtain〈

Cov(χdP ),ResGIP (ηpjpχ)
〉

= dimF̄p HomF̄p[IP ]

(
Cov(χdP ),ResGIP (ηpjpχ)

)
= dimF̄p HomF̄p[IP ]

(
χdP ,ResGIP (ηpjpχ)

)
=

{
1 if χdP = ResGIP (ηpjpχ)
0 else

for all P ∈ X̄ and d ∈ Z.
Let P ∈ X̄. As the first ramification group GP,1 of π̄ at P is a p-group,
every character from IP to F̄×p factorises modulo GP,1. The induced character

χ̄P : IP /GP,1 → F̄×p is injective by Proposition IV.2.7 in [Se1] and hence

generates the group Hom(IP /GP,1, F̄×p ). In particular, there is unique integer
d(χP , χ) ∈ {0, . . . , et

P − 1} such that

χ
d(χP ,χ)
P = ResGIP (ηpjpχ).

For instance, d(χP , χ) = 0 if et
P = 1.

All this allows us to rewrite (10) in the following way:

− 1

n

∑
P∈X̄

ew
P d(χP , χ) + r(1− gYk)− |Ȳ w|. (11)
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For each point p ∈ X, we have a canonical bijection between the set

HomFq (k(p), F̄p)

of Fq-embeddings of the residue field k(p) into F̄p and the fibre in X̄ above p.
Then, if P ∈ X̄ lies above p ∈ X and α : k(p)→ F̄p corresponds to P , we have
IP = Ip and the character χP is equal to the composition

Ip
χp // k(p)×

α // F̄×p .

Hence (11) is equal to

− 1

n

∑
p∈X

∑
α∈HomFq (k(p),F̄p)

ew
p d(α ◦ χp, χ) + r(1− gYk)−

∑
q∈Y w

deg(q). (12)

For each σ ∈ G and p ∈ X, the character χσ(p) is equal to the composition

Iσ(p)
∼ // Ip

χp // k(p)×
σ // k(σ(p))×

where the first map is given by conjugation with σ and the last map is the
inverse of the isomorphism induced by the local homomorphism σ# : OX,σ(p) →
OX,p. It is also easy to see that the character ResGIσ(p)

(ηpjpχ) is equal to the
composition

Iσ(p)
∼ // Ip

ResGIp (ηpjpχ)
// F̄×p

where again the first map is given by conjugation with σ. In particular we have

d(α′ ◦ χσ(p), χ) = d(α′ ◦ σ ◦ χp, χ)

for every α′ ∈ HomFq (k(σ(p)), F̄p). Furthermore, if α′ runs through the set
HomFq (k(σ(p)), F̄p), then α = α′ ◦ σ runs through HomFq (k(p), F̄p).
For each q ∈ Y , we have π−1(q) = {σ(q̃) : σ ∈ G/Gq̃} and hence |π−1(q)| =
n

eqfq
where fq = fq̃ = [k(q̃) : k(q)] denotes the inertia degree of π at q̃. Fur-

thermore, we recall that d(α ◦ χq̃, χ) = 0 if q 6∈ Y t (by Lemma 3.1). Thus (12)
is equal to

−
∑
q∈Y t

∑
α∈HomFq (k(q̃),F̄p)

1

eqfq
d(α ◦ χq̃, χ) + r(1− gYk)−

∑
q∈Y w

deg(q). (13)

Now let q ∈ Y t. The norm residue homomorphism induces a surjective homo-
morphism

γq : k(q)× → Iq̃,

see Section 1. We recall that this implies that eq divides |k(q)| − 1 and that
the multiplicative group k(q)× contains all eth

q roots of unity. As in Section 1,
we now consider the character χq̃ : Iq̃ → k(q̃)× as a map

χq̃ : Iq̃ → k(q)×
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from Iq̃ to the subgroup k(q)× of k(q̃)×. All Fq-embeddings α : k(q̃) ↪→ F̄p
which extend a given Fq-embedding β : k(q) ↪→ F̄p therefore yield the same
composition with χq̃. For each β there are fq such extensions α. Therefore
(13) is equal to

−
∑
q∈Y t

1

eq

∑
β∈HomFq (k(q),F̄p)

d(β ◦ χq̃, χ) + r(1− gYk)−
∑
q∈Y w

deg(q). (14)

For each q ∈ Y t let βq denote the embedding

βq : k(q) �
� // k(q̃)

αq̃ // F̄p .

All other embeddings of k(q) into F̄p are then given by

k(q)
F i // k(q)

βq // F̄p , i = 1, . . . ,deg(q),

where F : k(q) → k(q), x 7→ xq, denotes the Frobenius automorphism of k(q)
over Fq. Thus we can rewrite (14) as

−
∑
q∈Y t

1

eq

deg(q)∑
i=1

d((βq ◦ χq̃)q
i

, χ) + r(1− gYk)−
∑
q∈Y w

deg(q). (15)

For a moment let χ0 = βq ◦ χq̃, χ1 = ResGIq̃(ηpjpχ) and d = d(βq ◦ χq̃, χ). The

identity χd0 = χ1 defining d implies

(χq
i

0 )dq
deg(q)−i

= χq
deg(q)

1 = χ
|k(q)|
1 = χ1

because eq divides |k(q)| − 1. Thus we obtain

d((βq ◦ χq̃)q
i

, χ) ≡ d(βq ◦ χq̃, χ)qdeg(q)−i mod eq.

When i runs from 1 to deg(q), then deg(q)−i runs from deg(q)−1 to 0. Finally,
if a and m are any positive integers, then the residue class of a modulo m in
{0, . . . ,m− 1} is given by m{ am}. Therefore (15) is equal to

−
∑
q∈Y t

deg(q)−1∑
i=0

{
d(βq ◦ χq̃, χ)qi

eq

}
+ r(1− gYk)−

∑
q∈Y w

deg(q). (16)

As obviously d(βq ◦ χq̃, χ) = dq(χ) for every q ∈ Y t, the term (16) is equal to
the right-hand side of (6) and the proof of Theorem 3.2 is finished.

Remark 3.3. The proof above works not only for D̄w, but for any divisor
D̄ =

∑
P∈X̄ np[P ] on X̄ such that nP ≡ −1 mod ew

P and then yields the
following more general result:

〈e(ψ(G, X̄, D̄)), jpχ〉 = r(1− gYk)−
∑
q∈Y t

deg(q)−1∑
i=0

gi(lq, χ) +
∑
q∈Y

deg(q)mq;
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here, lP and mP are given by the equation nP = (ew
P − 1) + (lP + mP e

t
P )ew

P

and gi(lq, χ) denotes the unique rational number in the interval [− lq
eq
, 1 − lq

eq
[

that is congruent to
dq(χ)qi

eq
modulo Z. For details see the first arXiv version

of this paper.

For q ∈ Y t, let the Gauss sum τ(χk(q)) ∈ Q̄ be defined as in the previous
section.

Corollary 3.4. If q = p, we have

〈e(ψ(G, X̄), jpχ〉 = r(1− gYk)−
∑
q∈Y t

vp(jp(τ(χk(q))))−
∑
q∈Y w

deg(q).

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.2 (see also (16)) and Theo-
rem 1.3.

4 The Main Theorem

We keep the assumptions about k, X and G introduced in the previous section
and continue to assume that π is at most weakly ramified, but we no longer
assume that G is abelian.
The object of this section is to prove our ‘strong’ formula stated in the intro-
duction and in Theorem 4.2 below; it relates the epsilon constants associated
with X and finite-dimensional complex representations of G to an equivariant
Euler characteristic of X̄ := X ×Fp F̄p. The main ingredients in its proof are
Artin’s induction theorem, Corollary 3.4 and Corollary 2.7.

Remark 4.1. Note that, in this section, our base field is Fp rather than Fq
or k. Euler characteristics of the geometrically irreducible curve X/k (or of
X ×k F̄p/F̄p) are finer invariants than the corresponding Euler characteristics
of X/Fp and, as already explained in Remark 5.3 of [Ch], it seems not to be
possible to relate these finer invariants to epsilon constants associated with X
and G. In this paper, this becomes apparent in the transition from Theorem 3.2
to Corollary 3.4. More concretely, if for instance q ∈ Y t is a k-rational point,

the sum
∑deg(q)−1
i=0

{
dq(χ)qi

eq

}
occurring in (16) is reduced to

dq(χ)
eq

and seems

not to be related to the p-adic valuation of the corresponding Gauss sum.

We use notations similar to those introduced in the previous chapter; most
notably, the element ψ(G, X̄) ∈ K0(F̄p[G]) is defined by the equation

c(ψ(G, X̄)) = [H0(X̄,OX̄(D̄w))]− [H1(X̄,OX̄(D̄w))] in K0(G, F̄p)

where D̄w is the divisor

D̄w = D̄w(G,X) = −
∑
P∈X̄w

[P ].
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For every representation V of G and for every subgroup H of G, let V H denote
the subspace of V fixed by H.
Let V be a Q̄-representation of G. After applying jp : Q̄ ↪→ Q̄p to epsilon
constant ε(V ), we may consider its p-adic valuation vp(jp(ε(V ))). The follow-
ing theorem computes this p-adic valuation in terms of the element ψ(G, X̄)
introduced above.

Theorem 4.2. For every finite-dimensional Q̄-representation V of G we have

− vp(jp(ε(V ))) = 〈e(ψ(G, X̄)), jpV 〉+
∑
Q∈Ȳ w

dimQ̄(V GQ̃). (17)

In particular, the p-adic valuation of jp(ε(V )) is an integer.

Remark 4.3. Using the notation E(G,X) introduced in the next section, The-
orem 4.2 can obviously be reformulated in the following succinct way.
We have:

E(G,X) = e(ψ(G, X̄)) +
∑
Q∈Ȳ w

[
IndGGQ̃(1)

]
in K0(Q̄p[G])Q,

where 1 means the trivial representation of rank one. In particular, E(G,X)
belongs to the integral part K0(Q̄p[G]) of K0(Q̄p[G])Q.

Proof. By Artin’s induction theorem [Se2, Corollaire of Théorème 17], every
element of K0(Q̄[G])Q can be written as a rational linear combination of repre-
sentations induced from multiplicative characters of cyclic subgroups of G. It
therefore suffices to prove the following three statements.

(a) When applied to the direct sum V1 ⊕ V2 of two finite-dimensional Q̄-
representations V1 and V2 of G, each side of equation (17) is equal to the
sum of the corresponding values for V1 and V2.

(b) Each side of equation (17) is invariant under induction with respect to V .

(c) Equation (17) is true if G is a cyclic group and V corresponds to a
multiplicative character χ of G.

Statement (a) is obvious for the right-hand side of (17). For the left-hand side,
this follows from (5.2) and (5.11.2) in [De].
It is well-known that the L-function L(V, t) is invariant under induction with re-
spect to V . This immediately implies that the left-hand side of (17) is invariant
under induction. We now prove that the right-hand side of (17) is invariant un-
der induction as well. Let H be a subgroup of G and let π̄H : X̄ → X̄/H denote
the corresponding projection. Furthermore, let W be a finite-dimensional Q̄-
representation of H. Then the right-hand side of (17) applied to V = IndGH(W )
is equal to

〈e(ψ(G, X̄)), jpIndGH(W )〉+
∑
Q∈Ȳ w

〈1,ResGGQ̃(IndGH(W ))〉 (18)
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where 1 means the trivial representation of dimension 1. By Frobenius reci-
procity [Se2, Théorème 13], this is equal to

〈e(ResGH(ψ(G, X̄))), jpW 〉+
∑
Q∈Ȳ w

〈ResGH(IndG
Q̃

(1)),W 〉. (19)

For each Q ∈ Ȳ we have a canonical bijection

{HσGQ̃ : σ ∈ G} → π̄H(π̄−1(Q)), HσGQ̃ 7→ π̄H(σ(Q̃)).

Therefore, Mackey’s double coset formula [CR1, Theorem 44.2] implies that
(19) is equal to

〈e(ResGH(ψ(G, X̄)), jpW 〉+
∑

R∈π̄H(X̄w)

〈IndHHR̃(1),W 〉

= 〈e(ResGH(ψ(G, X̄)), jpW 〉+
∑

R∈π̄H(X̄w)

dimQ̄(WHR̃),
(20)

where, of course, R̃ is a point in π̄−1
H (R) and HR̃ := GR̃ ∩ H. Let S denote

the set of all points R ∈ X̄/H such that π̄ : X̄ → X̄/G = Y is wildly ramified
at R̃, but π̄H : X̄ → X̄/H is tamely ramified at R̃. Then for each R ∈ S, the
coefficient of the divisor D̄w at R̃ is −1 = (eR(H) − 1) + (−1)eR(H), where
eR(H) denotes the ramification index of π̄H at R̃. Using [Kö, Theorem 4.5],
we therefore obtain:

ResGH(ψ(G, X̄)) = ψ(H, X̄) +
∑
R∈S

eR(H)−1∑
d=1

[
IndHHR̃(χ−d

R̃
)
]
−
[
F̄p[H]

]
= ψ(H, X̄)−

∑
R∈S

[
IndHHR̃(1)

]
,

where χR̃ also denotes the restriction of χR̃ : GR̃ → F̄p to HR̃. Therefore (20)
is equal to

〈e(ψ(H, X̄)), jpW 〉 −
∑
R∈S

dimQ̄(WHR̃) +
∑

R∈π̄H(X̄w)

dimQ̄(WHR̃)

= 〈e(ψ(H, X̄)), jpW 〉+
∑

R∈(X̄/H)w

dimQ̄(WHR̃),
(21)

where (X̄/H)w denotes the set of all R ∈ X̄/H such that π̄H is not tamely
ramified at R̃. This finishes the proof of statement (b).
We finally prove statement (c). Let G be cyclic and let χ be a multiplicative
character of G. Let r denote the degree of k over Fp. By [Ch, Remark 5.4], the
epsilon constant of X/Fp is the same as the epsilon constant of X considered
as a scheme over k. Hence, by Corollary 2.7 we have

− vp(jp(ε(χ))) = r(1− gYk)−
∑

vp(jp(τ(χk(q))))−
∑

deg(q). (22)
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Here the first sum runs over all q ∈ Y such that χ is tamely ramified at q and
the second sum runs over all q ∈ Y such that χ is not tamely ramified at q̃.
These two sets differ from Y t and Y w by the set of those q ∈ Ȳ w such that
χ vanishes on Gq̃,1. For such q we have Gq̃ = Gq̃,1 by Lemma 3.1 and the
corresponding Gauss sum is trivial. Hence (22) is equal to

r(1− gYk)−
∑
q∈Y t

vp(jp(τ(χq)))−
∑
q∈Y w

deg(q) +
∑

q∈Y w:ResGGq̃
(χ)=1

deg(q) (23)

which in turn is equal to

〈e(ψ(G, X̄)), jpχ〉+
∑
Q∈Ȳ w

〈1,ResGGQ̃(χ)〉 (24)

by Corollary 3.4, as was to be shown.

5 A Weak, but General Formula

Let k, X and G be as in the previous section. Without assuming any condition
on the type of ramification of the associated projection π : X → Y we give,
in Theorem 5.2 below, a relation between the equivariant Euler characteristic
χ(G, X̄,OX̄) of X̄ := X ×Fp F̄p and epsilon constants associated with X and
finite-dimensional complex representations of G. After reducing to the so-
called domestic case (i.e., when p does not divide the order of G) using Artin’s
induction theorem for modular representation theory, this relation follows from
Theorem 5.2 in [Ch]. We call this relation ‘weak’ because it does not capture
any equivariant information given by the p-part of G.
We begin by explaining how epsilon constants define a natural element E(G,X)
in K0(Q̄p[G])Q.

Definition 5.1. By [De, (5.2)], associating with every finite-dimensional Q̄-
representation V of G the p-adic valuation vp(jp(ε(V ))) of the epsilon constant
jp(ε(V )) defines a homomorphism from K0(Q̄[G])Q := K0(Q̄[G]) ⊗ Q to Q.
As the classical character pairing 〈 , 〉 : K0(Q̄p[G]) × K0(Q̄p[G]) → Z is
non-degenerate, there is a unique element E(G,X) ∈ K0(Q̄p[G])Q such that

〈E(G,X), jp(V )〉 = −vp(jp(ε(V )))

for all finite-dimensional Q̄-representations V of G. We call E(G,X) the (vir-
tual) epsilon representation associated with the action of G on X.

It follows for instance from the definition of L(V, t) that, for every α ∈ Aut(Q̄),
we have ε(α(V )) = α(ε(V )) and that therefore E(G,X) does not depend on
the embedding jp. Furthermore, it follows from Frobenius reciprocity and from
the definition of Artin L-functions and epsilon constants that, when restricted
to a subgroup H of G, the element E(G,X) becomes E(H,X).
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Recall that
d : K0(Q̄p[G])→ K0(G,Fp)

denotes the decomposition map.

Theorem 5.2. We have

d(E(G,X)) = χ(G, X̄,OX̄) in K0(G, F̄p)Q. (25)

In particular, d(E(G,X)) lies in the integral part K0(G, F̄p) of K0(G, F̄p)Q.

Proof. As the canonical pairing 〈 , 〉 : K0(F̄p[G])×K0(G, F̄p)→ Z (see the
beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.2) is non-degenerate as well [Se2, §14.5(b)],
it suffices to show that

〈P, d(E(G,X))〉 = 〈P, χ(G, X̄,OX̄)〉 (26)

for all finitely generated projective F̄p[G]-modules P . By Artin’s induction
theorem for modular representation theory [Se2, Théorème 40], every element
inK0(F̄p[G])Q can be written as a rational linear combination of representations
induced from one-dimensional projective representations of cyclic subgroups
of G. Furthermore, by Frobenius reciprocity, both sides of (26) are invariant
under induction with respect to P . As in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we may
therefore assume that G is cyclic and that P corresponds to a character χ :
G → F̄×p . The fact that P is projective moreover implies that p does not
divide the order of G. In particular, the projection π is tamely ramified and
we conclude from Theorem 4.2 (or actually already from Theorem 5.2 in [Ch])
that E(G,X) = e(ψ(G, X̄)). We therefore have

d(E(G,X)) = d(e(ψ(G, X̄))) = c(ψ(G, X̄)) = χ(G, X̄,OX̄),

as was to be shown.

Remark 5.3. If π is weakly ramified, Theorem 5.2 can also be derived from
Theorem 4.2. Details are contained in the first arXiv version of this article.

We end with the following problem.

Problem 5.4. Describe E(G,X) within K0(Q̄p[G])Q in terms of global geo-
metric invariants of X̄ in a way that generalises Theorem 4.2 from the weakly
ramified situation to the general situation considered in this section.

Appendix

Integrality of epsilon representations
of wildly ramified Galois covers

Bernhard Köck and Adriano Marmora

Let q = pf with f ≥ 1, let X be a geometrically irreducible smooth projective
curve over Fq and let G be a finite subgroup of Aut(X/Fq). Theorem 4.2
states that the corresponding epsilon representation E(G,X) (introduced in
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Definition 5.1) is integral, i.e. belongs to the lattice K0(Q̄p[G]) in K0(Q̄p[G])Q,
if the canonical projection π : X → Y := X/G is at most weakly ramified.
Theorem 5.2 states that its image d(E(G,X)) in K0(G, F̄p)Q always belongs to
the lattice K0(G, F̄p).
In this appendix we study the question to which extent is E(G,X) integral
in the case π is arbitrarily wildly ramified. We will show that E(G,X)
becomes integral after multiplying it by 2 if p = 2 and after multiplying it by
p − 1 if p ≥ 3, see Theorem A.2. Furthermore we will give an example of a
Galois cover π such that the denominator p − 1 does occur in E(G,X), see
Proposition A.3, and an another one such that the denominator 2 does occur
in E(G,X) if p = 2, see end of this appendix.

To begin with, we temporarily fix a multiplicative character χ : G → Q̄×
and consider the corresponding local epsilon constant ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq) at some
q ∈ Y (where χq̃ : Gq̃ → Q̄×, ψq : Kq → Q̄× and dxq are defined as in
Section 2, see the proof of and the two paragraphs before Theorem 2.3). We
recall that the Artin conductor a(χq̃) of χ at q is the smallest integer i ≥ 0
such that χ vanishes on the higher ramification group Giq̃ in upper numbering
for one (any) point q̃ ∈ X above q. The following lemma generalises Lemma 2.6.

Lemma A.1. If a(χq̃) ≥ 2 (i.e., χ is not tamely ramified at q), we have

ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq)2 ∼ qa(χq̃);

in particular, the p-adic valuation vp(jp(ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq))) does not depend on the
embedding jp : Q̄ ↪→ Q̄p and is equal to f a(χq̃)/2.

Proof. If p ≥ 3, this follows from Proposition 8.7(ii) in [AS]. To explain this and
to be able to use the notation introduced in loc. cit., we temporarily redefine
ψ := ψq and χ := χ

q̃
(where χ

q̃
: K×q → Q̄× is defined as in the proof of

Theorem 2.3). Using further notation introduced in loc. cit., we have n +
1 = sw(χ) + 1 = a(χ), G2

ψk
∼ q (by loc. cit. (8.5.3)) and ord(c) = −a(χ)

(by loc. cit. Section 8.6 and Proposition 8.7(ii); note that ord(ψ) = 0 by our
assumption on ψ). Hence loc. cit. (8.7.3) implies

ε(χ, ψ)2 = ε0(χ, ψ)2

= χ(c)−2ψ(c)2q−2ord(c)(G2
ψk

)−a(χ) ∼ q−2ord(c)−a(χ) = qa(χ),

as was to be shown.

If p = 2, Lemma A.1 follows from Theorem 48.4 on p. 301 in [BH]; note that

ε(ρ, 1/2, ψ) = ε(ρ, ψ)q−
a(χ)
2 in loc. cit. since ord(ψ) = 0.

Theorem A.2. The epsilon representation E(G,X) belongs to 1
2K0(Q̄p[G]) if

p = 2 and to 1
p−1K0(Q̄p[G]) if p ≥ 3.
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Proof. By definition of E(G,X), we need to show that, for every complex
representation V of G, the valuation vp(jp(ε(V ))) belongs to 1

2Z if p = 2 and
to 1

p−1Z if p ≥ 3. As in the proof of Theorem 4.2, using Brauer’s induction
theorem, we may assume that V corresponds to a multiplicative character χ
of G. As χ factorises via Gab, we may furthermore assume that G is abelian.
By using Deligne’s product formula, similarly to Corollary 2.7, we derive from
Theorem 2.3 and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 the relation

ε(χ) ∼ qgY −1 ·
∏

τ(χk(q)) ·
∏

ε(χq̃, ψq,dxq) (27)

where the first product runs over all q ∈ Y such that χ is tamely ramified
at q and the second product runs over all q ∈ Y such that χ is not tamely
ramified at q. By Stickelberger’s formula (see the version given in the proof of
Theorem 1.3), the valuations of the Gauss sums τ(χk(q)) belong to 1

p−1Z and, by
Lemma A.1, the valuations of the local epsilon constants in the second product
belong to 1

2Z. This proves Theorem A.2 both when p = 2 and when p ≥ 3.

First Example

Over the next two or three pages, we construct an example of a Galois cover of
curves, π : X → P1

Fq , for which the denominator p− 1 does occur in E(G,X).

Let Lt = Fq(u) be the Kummer extension of the field of rational functions Fq(t)
obtained by adjoining a primitive (q − 1)th root u of t. Let Lw be the Artin-
Schreier extension of Fq(t) obtained by adjoining a root of the polynomial
T p − T − t. Finally, let L denote the compositum of Lt and Lw, i.e., the
Artin-Schreier extension of Lt = Fq(u) obtained by adjoining a root of the
polynomial T p − T − uq−1. Then Lt, Lw and L are cyclic Galois extensions of
Fq(t) with Galois groups F×q , Fp and G := F×q ×Fp, respectively. We now define
π : X → P1

Fq to be the Galois cover of smooth projective curves corresponding

to the extension L|Fq(t). It follows from Example 2.5 in [Kö] that π is not
weakly ramified at ∞ if q > 2.
We fix a non-trivial character ϕ : Fp → Q̄×p and let ω : F×q → Q̄×p denote
the Teichmüller character. We write ϕ and ω also for the characters of G
obtained by composing with the canonical projections G → Fp and G → F×q ,

respectively. The characters ωiϕj , i = 0, . . . , q − 2, j = 0, . . . , p− 1, then form
a complete system of irreducible representations of G and hence a Z-basis of
K0(Q̄p[G]).

Proposition A.3. We have

E(G,X) = −
q−2∑
i=1

sp(i)

p− 1

p−1∑
j=1

[ωiϕj ] in K0(Q̄p[G])Q

where sp(i) denotes the sum of p-adic digits of i. In particular, the coefficient
of [ωϕj ] is equal to − 1

p−1 for every j ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1}.
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Proof. For brevity, we write χi,j for the unique character G → Q̄× such that
jp ◦χi,j = ωiϕj . It suffices to show that the formula in Proposition A.3 is true
after pairing it with [ωiϕj ] for i = 0, . . . , q − 2, j = 0, . . . , p− 1. By definition
of E(G,X), this amounts to showing the equation

vp(jp(ε(χ
i,j))) =


0 if i = 0 or j = 0,

sp(i)

p− 1
else.

(28)

It is known and easy to see that the cover π is ramified exactly over 0 and ∞
with decomposition groups F×q and G, respectively. Similarly to formula (27)
we therefore obtain

ε(χi,j) ∼ q−1 τ(χi,jk(0)) ε(χ
i,j
∞̃ , ψ∞,dx∞).

It follows from Satz V(3.4) in [Ne] (see also the proof of Proposition 1.1) that
the homomorphism F×q = k(0)× → G0̃ = F×q induced by the norm residue

symbol is the identity map. The Gauss sum τ(χi,jk(0)) is therefore the Gauss

sum corresponding to the character ωi of F×q if i ∈ {1, . . . , q − 2} and trivial

if i = 0. Hence its p-adic valuation is
sp(i)
p−1 by Stickelberger’s formula (see the

version given in the proof of Theorem 1.3).
If j = 0, the character χi,j is tamely ramified also above ∞. The homomor-
phism F×q = k(∞)× → G∞̃,0/G∞̃,1 = F×q induced by the norm residue symbol
is the inverse map. Similarly to the previous paragraph, we therefore obtain

vp(jp(ε(χ
i,0
∞̃ , ψ∞,dx∞))) = vp(jp(τ(χi,0k(∞)))) =

sp(q−1−i)
p−1 . Using the elemen-

tary and easy-to-verify formula sp(i) + sp(p
f − 1 − i) = (p − 1)f , we finally

obtain vp(jp(ε(χ
i,j))) = 0 if j = 0, as claimed.

In the case j ∈ {1, . . . , p−1}, we first note that, above∞, the first ramification
group is Fp and the smallest integer i such that the ith higher ramification
group of the sub-extension Lw/Fq(t) in lower or upper numbering vanishes is
2 (see Example 2.5 in [Kö]). Hence, by Herbrand’s Theorem (see Satz II(10.9)
in [Ne]), the Artin conductor of χi,j at∞ is equal to 2 and the valuation of the
local epsilon constant at ∞ is equal to f by Lemma A.1. Putting everything

together we obtain vp(jp(ε(χ
i,j))) =

sp(i)
p−1 , as claimed.

Remark A.4. The example constructed above has the following natural sheaf-
theoretic interpretation and has actually been found this way. This interpreta-
tion moreover allows a cohomological proof of Proposition A.3 which in partic-
ular is of geometric and global nature and does not use the product formula for
epsilon constants. Although the rigid cohomology would be even more natural,
we explain all this via the étale `-adic cohomology, for it is more widely known.
We refer the reader to the exposé [Sommes trig.] in [SGA 4 1

2 ] or to [Mi] for
more details.
Let ` be a prime different from p and let j` : Q̄ ↪→ Q̄l be an embedding. The
character ω : F×q → Q̄×p (resp. ϕ : Fp → Q̄×p ) factors through jp : Q̄ ↪→ Q̄p, so
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it makes sense to consider its composition with j`, which defines a rank-one
smooth `-adic sheaf K on Gm (resp., L on A1

Fq ), trivialized by the Kummer

(resp., Artin–Schreier) covering. By construction K is tame at 0 and ∞ and
L is ramified at ∞ with Artin conductor 2. For i ∈ {0, . . . , q − 2} and j ∈
{0, . . . , p− 1}, we set Mi,j := K⊗i ⊗ L⊗j |Gm which is a smooth sheaf on Gm.
Then π : X → P1

Fq is the smallest Galois cover of P1
Fq , étale over Gm, such that

π∗|GmM
1,1 is trivial.

Let us prove (28). The epsilon constant j`(ε(χ
i,j)) is equal to the global ep-

silon constant of the `-adic sheaf u∗(Mi,j) where u : Gm ↪→ P1
Fq denotes the

inclusion, see VI.13.6 in [Mi]. We first consider the main case i ∈ {1, . . . , q−2}
and j ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}. We then have u∗(Mi.j) = u!(Mi,j) because the char-
acter ωiϕj is not trivial and ramified at 0 and ∞, so

ε(u∗(Mi,j)) = det(−F,H∗ét,c(Gm ⊗ F̄q,Mi,j))−1

where F denotes the geometric Frobenius relative to Fq on Gm ⊗ F̄q, see
Theorem VI.13.3 in [Mi]. The `-adic cohomology group Hk

ét,c vanishes if k 6= 1
and has dimension one if k = 1 by the Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevic formula.
Hence the determinant of −F is just the trace of −F on H1

ét,c which, by the
Grothendieck trace formula is exactly the Gauss sum corresponding to the
character ωi. Formula (28) now follows from Stickelberger’s formula as in the
proof above. In the cases i 6= 0, j = 0 and i = 0, j 6= 0, formula (28) follows
from the fact that the `-adic cohomology groups Hk

ét,c(Gm ⊗ F̄q,K⊗i) and

Hk
ét,c(A1

Fq ⊗ F̄q,L⊗j), respectively, vanish for all k, again by the Grothendieck-
Ogg-Shafarevic formula. Finally, the case i = 0, j = 0 is trivial.

Remark A.5. Proposition A.3 also shows that the class j−1
p (E(G,X)) ∈

K0(Q̄[G])Q depends on jp (if q > 3); in other words, E(G,X) does not descend
to a canonical epsilon representation inside K0(Q̄[G])Q. Indeed, if j′p : Q̄ ↪→ Q̄p
is another embedding, then j′pj

−1
p sends [ω] to [ωi

′
] for some i′ coprime to

q − 1. If q > 3, it is easy to construct a j′p such that sp(i
′) 6= sp(1) = 1 and

hence that j−1
p (E(G,X)) 6= (j′p)

−1(E(G,X)).

Second Example

We finally construct a Galois cover π : X → P1
F2

for which the denominator 2
does occur in E(G,X). Let X be the elliptic curve given by the non-singular
Weierstrass equation v2+v = u3+u2 over F2. We now define π : X → P1

F2
to be

the cover corresponding to the field extension F2(u, v)/F2(t) where t = u2 + u.
Thus, F2(u, v)/F2(u)/F2(t) is a tower of Artin-Schreier extensions. For the
reader with the relevant background we mention that this tower can be seen
to be associated with the Artin-Schreier-Witt extension corresponding to the
equation (u, v)F − (u, v) = (t, 0) of Witt vectors of length 2 where F denotes
the Frobenius. (This second example has actually been found this way.) We
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see that π is of degree four and that the Galois group G is generated by the
automorphism σ of order four given by σ(u) = u + 1 and σ(v) = v + u + 1.
Furthermore, π is unramified above A1

F2
⊂ P1

F2
and totally ramified above

∞ ∈ P1
F2

. For the unique point ∞̃ ∈ X above ∞ we then have ord∞̃(u) = −2
and hence ord∞̃(v) = −3. Therefore, π := vu−2 is a uniformiser at ∞̃ and we
compute

ord∞̃(σ2(π)− π) = ord∞̃((v + 1)u−2 − vu−2) = ord(u−2) = 4

and

ord∞̃(σ(π)− π) = ord∞̃

(
v + u+ 1

(u+ 1)2
− v

u2

)
= ord∞̃

(
u3 + u2 + v

(u+ 1)2u2

)
= −6− (−4)− (−4) = 2.

For the ramification groups at ∞̃ we therefore obtain

G0 = G1 = 〈σ〉, G2 = G3 = 〈σ2〉, G4 = G5 = . . . = 〈id〉

and hence

G1 = 〈σ〉, G2 = 〈σ2〉, G3 = G4 = · · · = 〈id〉.

Now let χ : G ↪→ Q̄× be a faithful character. Then a(χ∞̃) = 3 and
hence ε(χ∞̃, ψ∞,dx∞)2 ∼ 23 by Lemma A.1; thus, the 2-adic valuation
v2(j2(ε(χ∞̃, ψ∞,dx∞))) is equal to 3

2 6∈ Z. As in Theorem A.2 and Proposi-
tion A.3, this implies that E(G,X) does not belong to K0(Q̄2[G]).

Remark A.6. Quicker, but less explicit and building on more theory, is the
following approach to showing the existence of an example such that E(G,X) 6∈
K0(Q̄2[G]). Pick a local character ρ∞ : GF2((t)) → Q̄× whose image is finite
and whose Artin conductor is odd and bigger than one. (This can be done
explicitly as above or using local class field theory.) Then the Katz-Gabber
local-to-global extension [Ka] gives a smooth `-adic sheaf L (` 6= 2) on Gm/F2

which is tame at 0 and has monodromy ρ∞ ⊗ Ql at ∞. In particular, L has
finite global monodromy. Now, as in Remark A.4, we define π : X → P1

F2

as the smallest Galois cover which, over Gm, is étale and such that π∗|Gm(L)
is trivial. Finally, by using the product formula as above, one shows that
E(G,X) 6∈ K0(Q̄2[G]). (Note that, since p = 2 and since L is tame at 0, the
2-adic valuation of the local epsilon constant at 0 is integral.)
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